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Cloud computing is the growth of distributed computing, parallel computing, utility computing and grid
computing, or defined as the commercial implementation of these computer science theories. One of the
fundamental issues in cloud environment is the task scheduling which plays the key role of efficiency of the whole
cloud computing facilities. Scheduling maps the user’s tasks to resources to be executed efficiently in order to
benefit both the service providers and customers. Since the cloud task scheduling is an NP-hard optimization
problem, many meta -heuristic algorithms have been proposed to solve it. In this paper a policy based on particle
swarm optimization compared with genetic algorithm and FCFS, has been introduced. PSO is a population-based
search algorithm based on the simulation of the social behavior of birds within the flock. The main goal in this
research is minimizing the makespan and flowtime of a given tasks set. Proposed policy and two other algorithms
have been simulated using Cloudsim toolkit package. The results showed that PSO performed better than genetic
and FCFS algorithms.
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Introduction
Cloud computing is developed based on various
recent
progressions
in
virtualization,
heterogeneous distributed computing, grid
computing, web computing, utility computing and
autonomic computing. Also by definition, a cloud
computing environment has a large pool of easily
usable and accessible virtualized resources (such
as hardware, development platforms and/or
services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load (scale),
allowing also for an optimum resource utilization.
Millions of users send your request to cloud
resource. Scheduling these jobs is a challenge to
cloud system. Different scheduling methods are
discussed in [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] and [8].
Although cloud computing systems these days
provide a better way to perform the submitted
jobs in terms of responsiveness, scalability, and
flexibility, most job scheduling problems on cloud

environment are still either NP-hard or NPcomplete. The rule -based scheduling algorithm
(e.g., exhaustive and deterministic scheduling
algorithm) are simple and easy to implement,
therefore they are widely used on nowadays cloud
computing systems, but in large- scale scheduling
problems the result of these scheduling method
are often far from optimal and are not appropriate.
We want to use a meta-heuristic algorithm for
solving this problem, because the heuristic
algorithms are working better in large-scale
scheduling.
Some of these meta-heuristic algorithms are
nature-inspired, e.g., Simulated Annealing (SA) [9],
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [10], Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) [11], etc. There are also nonnature -inspired metaheuristics, such as Tabu
Search [12] and Threshold Accepting (TA) [13].
One of the newest heuristic algorithms is PSO
(particle swarm optimization). This algorithm that
has developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [14] is
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one of the evolutionary algorithms which simulate
social behaviour of flock of birds or groups of
fishes toward their desired destination. In addition
to benefits of heuristic algorithms, such as
flexibility and acceptable calculations, PSO has
consistent performance and easy implementation.

Task Scheduling Problem Formulation
To generalize the discussion, the assumption is
that there is a set of cloud customer tasks and each
task that is submitted by user is independent from
other tasks. Each task is allowed to be processed
on any given available resource. A task is
processed on one resource at a time and given
resource is available continuously. In this paper we
suppose that number of tasks is more than number
of resources. The cloud computing discussion in
this study highlighted the fact that cloud task
scheduling scenario is actual either NP-hard or NPcomplete problems. The problem description can
be presented as follows.
Inputs: Set of tasks is defined as T = {T1, T2, … ,
Ti, … , Tn}, where ∈ [1, n] and is the number of
independent tasks. Set of resource is defined as
M = {M1, M2, … , Mj , … , Mm} , in which ∈ [1, m] and
is the number of available resource.
Output: An efficient Gantt chart of scheduling,
including the assignment of tasks on available
resource and makespan.
Constraints: The processing time of each task is
resource-dependent. Each task must be completed
without interruption once started. Resource
cannot perform more than one task at a time. The
tasks are executed on machines for sequential
form. When task is assigned to machine , becomes
1 otherwise it become 0. In this part two
fundamental conditions are considered:
(1)
(2)

First limitation ensures that each task is assigned
to only one processing resource.
Objectives: The aim is to mapping tasks to
appropriate virtual machines in order to
minimizing makespan and flowtime. The
makespan is the completion time of last task and
flowtime is sum of execution times of all task.

Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm
PSO is an algorithm proposed by Kennedy and
Eberhart in 1995, which is a population-based
search algorithm, inspired by bird flocking and fish
schooling. Social behaviour of these organisms
motivated them to look into the effect of
collaboration of species on to achieving their goals
12 |

as a group. A large number of birds or fishes flock
synchronously, change direction suddenly, and
scatter and regroup together according to the
particle and social experience. The discrete, binary
version of the algorithm was presented also by
Kennedy and Eberhart to operate on discrete
binary variables [15]. The binary PSO was
implemented by [16] to solve task scheduling
problem and used by [17] and [18] to job
scheduling in grid computing. This algorithm
works by having a population (swarm) of
candidate solutions (particles) that travels in the
problem space searching for an optimum solution.
Each solution is evaluated by the fitness function
to be optimized. Position of each particle
represents a potential solution in the problem
space. Each particle has D-dimensional velocities
which are calculated as probabilities that change
during the time particles move in space. At each
iteration the velocity and position of each particle
is stochastically updated by combining the
particle’s current solution, the particle’s personal
best solution or pbest, and the global best solution
or gbest over all particles. In the following, the
formulas that exists for updating position and
velocity:
(3)
(4)

At first we should have an accurate mapping
between particles of PSO and problem solutions. If
we suppose that there are tasks and we aim to
distribute them on m processing machines then
particles should be defined in form of m × n
matrixes. All elements of position matrix are 0 or 1
and in each Column there is only one 1 and other
elements are zero.
Velocity matrix dimensions, Pbest and gbest are
m × n matrixes with 0 and 1 elements exactly
similar to position. Pbest matrix represents the
best position of particle from beginning of the
algorithm and gbest owns the best position
between all particles. In each step of the algorithm
particles are evaluated by fitness function of the
algorithm and update pbest, gbest and position
and velocity matrixes in terms of fitness value.
Fitness function is defined based on our objective.
We want to minimize makespan and flowtime. This
process is repeated until stop criterion of
algorithm is satisfied which in our algorithm it is
equal to number of iterations. Flowchart of PSO
algorithm is as "Figure 1". The objective function of
our approach is formulated as follows:
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(5)

Since the criteria are at different scales, we have
utilized the weighted product model (WPM) which
is a popular multi-criteria decision making
(MCDM) method to scales the criteria. We have not
biased the WPM towards any of the two criteria
presented above giving them all a half of the total
weight. Where 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓′ , 𝑒𝑒𝑓𝑓 , the flowtimes criterion, the
′
𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚
, 𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚 , makespan.
Results and Discussion

The proposed scheduling policy has been
implemented in Cloudsim toolkit. Our experiments
generated a data center with 50 host and 50 virtual
machines. The parameter setup of hosts, VMs in
the data center and tasks is shown in "Table 1" and
"Table 2", respectively. In order to examine the
performance of the proposed algorithm we have
implemented Genetic algorithm and FCFS too and
then compared the three mentioned policy in
terms of Markesan and flowtime minimization.

Fig 1: Flowchart of PSO

Table 1: The parameter setup of VMs in datacenter

Table 2: The parameter setup of Tasks in datacenter

Our experiments depicts that even if both Genetic
algorithm and PSO algorithm show acceptable
results, it can be said in large scale problem PSO
algorithm shows better results than Genetic
algorithm and FCFS policy. This algorithm can be
used in cloud computing environment for efficient
scheduling of tasks on existing resources, so that
completion time of tasks and flowtime become

minimized. Final results for three algorithms are
shown in "Figure 2", "Figure 3".
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Fig 2: Comparing performance of different algorithms based on flowtime

Fig 3: Comparing performance of different algorithms based on makespan

Conclusion
In this research the problem of task scheduling in
cloud environment is evaluated. PSO algorithm and
Genetic algorithm are most famous algorithms for
scheduling tasks in distributed systems. By default,
tasks are allocated to the VMs on a FCFS basis. We
implement both of PSO and Genetic algorithms and
then compared the three mentioned policy in
terms of Makespan and flowtime minimization.
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